
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

POA Circular 121/2020 
 
 
 

 
13th August 2020 
 
 
Dear Colleagues  
 
POA SUBMISSION - ASSAULTS ON EMERGENCY WORKERS  
 
As an interested party in this consultation the POA as the recognised trade union 
were invited to put our submission in by the Secretary of State Robert Buckland 
QC MP. The deadline for the submission was the 7th August which we complied 
with and so all POA members are aware of our submission we request that it is 
circulated to all members. We will keep you updated in any changes to legislation 
for assaults on Emergency Workers. 
 
Yours Sincerely      Yours Sincerely 

      
    
STEVE GILLAN      MARK FAIRHURST 
General Secretary               National Chair  
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About Us 

 
1. The Prison Officers Association is the largest trade union in the United Kingdom 

representing Uniformed Prison Grades, Operational Support Grades and staff 

working within the field of Secure Forensic Psychiatric Care, with over thirty 

thousand full and retired members in the public and private sector. 

 

2. Since 1939 we have represented the interests of Prison Officers.  This has included 

regular participation in Government consultations on a range of issues relevant to 

our members. 

 

Introduction 
 

3. We have considered with interest a letter from the Lord Chancellor, The Right 

Honourable Robert Buckland QC, inviting us to participate in this consultation and 

welcome the opportunity to contribute our view. 

 

4. In broad terms we support the Ministry of Justice proposal to double the maximum 

penalty for those who assault emergency workers.  Indeed, we campaigned for a 

maximum sentence of two years imprisonment when the specific offence was 

enshrined in law by the Assault on Emergency Workers (Offences) Act 2018.   

 

5. It remains important to ensure that any change to the sentencing regime for this 

offence makes a practical difference to the outcomes for those who commit what 

are, on any view, despicable offences.   

 

6. In this context we note the Home Secretary’s description of such offenders as “vile 

thugs” who assault “our frontline heroes who put their lives on the line every single day to 

keep us safe.”  It is important that the proposed changes do not serve merely as an 



exercise in appearing to support to Emergency Workers for political purposes; the 

potential importance of this measure is to make a real difference to the lived 

experience of our members and other emergency workers assaulted whilst 

discharging their duty. 

 

7. With that in mind, we urge the Government to stand by their manifesto pledge to 

afford further protection to Emergency Workers.  It is our view that to achieve that 

aim, the Government must consider two matters which are inextricably linked to the 

issue of maximum penalties.  Without consideration of these matters, an increase in 

the maximum penalty becomes artificial.  The first is the lack of effective response 

many Prison Officers face when reporting assaults to the Police and by extension the 

Crown Prosecution Service.  The second is a concurrent Sentencing Council 

consultation on guidelines for assault offences, which encompasses Assaults on 

Emergency Workers and remains open until 15th September 2020.   

 

8. Dealing with those in turn, the Ministry Of Justice will be aware that on 6th January 

2020, a Joint Agreement on Offences against Emergency Workers came into force.  This 

was agreed by (among others) The National Police Chief’s Council, the Crown 

Prosecution Service and Her Majesty’s Prison and Probation Service and built upon 

the limited guidance which was to be found in PSI 47/2011.  This agreement provides 

for a broad framework to ensure the more effective investigation and prosecution of 

cases where emergency workers are the victim of a crime, particularly in applying the 

provisions of the Assaults on Emergency Workers (Offences) Act 2018 and to set 

out the standards victims of these crimes can expect. Whilst the principles in this 

agreement do not create legally enforceable rights or obligations, they set out 

minimum expectations for all signatories. 

 

9. This agreement, read in conjunction with the Crime in Prison Referral Agreement (7th 

May 2019), very clearly and helpfully sets out the circumstances in which prison 

authorities are obliged to refer an alleged assault against a Prison Officer to the 

Police.  Notably, the guidance makes clear that the Police retain operational decision-



making about whether or not to investigate, how to investigate, and whether to make 

decisions about the case or to refer the case to the Crown Prosecution Service.   

 

10. Despite this positive progress, it remains our regrettable experience that Police 

Forces and the Crown Prosecution Service often fail to take action against prisoners 

who assault our members as they go about their duty.  This is regularly justified on 

public interest grounds, with the simplistic view appearing to be that there is no 

public interest in pursuing a prosecution against a person already serving a prison 

sentence. That approach fails to recognise the way in which such decisions serve to 

demoralise our members who, with some justification, feel unsupported despite 

undertaking such a difficult and dangerous role for the benefit of wider society.  A 

failure to hold prisoners who assault Officers to account, to the full extent of the 

criminal law, also undermines the ability of staff to maintain good order and discipline 

in a custodial setting.  Given the soaring levels of violence which persist in our 

prisons1, that is simply unacceptable. 

 

11. Doubling the maximum penalty for this offence whilst welcome, will therefore need 

to be accompanied by an improvement in the training of police/prison liaison officers, 

Crown Prosecutors and/or a significant policy change in this area. 

 

12. On the specific issue of sentencing powers, the Lord Chancellor expressly accepts in 

his invitation letter that the maximum sentence available to the Court for any given 

offence is rarely imposed in practice and an increase to it does not mean that 

sentence lengths for the offence will rise in general.  It is for this reason that the 

Ministry of Justice must be careful to take further action in conjunction with an 

increase to the maximum penalty to ensure it is not simply paying lip service to this 

issue. 

 

13. The POA do not hold qualitative or quantitative data on the number of prisoners 

prosecuted for assaults on Officers, or the sentence thereafter passed down by the 



Courts on those who are convicted.  We do however note with some concern the 

statistics quoted by the Lord Chancellor in his letter.  Since the Assault on Emergency 

Workers (Offences) Act 2018 was brought into force in November 2018, from a 

cohort of approximately nine thousand convicted offenders, 83% did not receive an 

immediate custodial sentence at all and of those who did, the average length of 

sentence was just two and a half months.  Whilst the Prison Officers Association 

supports an increase in the maximum penalty, these figures demonstrates starkly that 

in the overwhelming majority of such cases, that increase alone will make little 

practical difference to the punishment handed down to those who assault our 

members.  For the Ministry of Justice to deliver on its stated intention to afford 

Prison Officers greater protection and signal the seriousness of these offences, we 

submit that such action should be married to a corresponding uplift to the proposed 

starting points for sentence and sentencing ranges currently being consulted upon by 

the Sentencing Council 2 

 

14. Such action would of course take many more cases outside of the jurisdiction of the 

Magistrates Court.  Others which remain notionally within that jurisdiction would 

see defendant’s exercise their right to a trial by jury.   Both the Ministry of Justice 

and the Treasury will need to recognise that fact and fund and resource the Court 

system properly in order to avoid the unintended consequence of Prison Officers 

having to wait years for their cases to be resolved in an already backlogged Crown 

Court system.   

 

Question 1 – How is the Assault on Emergency Workers (Offences) Act 2018 working in 

practice? 

 

15. Without access to the data necessary for comparison, it is impossible to say whether 

creating a specific offence of Assaulting an Emergency Worker has met the stated 

 
1 See e.g. 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/814689/hmip-
annual-report-2018-19.pdf 
2 https://www.sentencingcouncil.org.uk/offences/crown-court/item/assault-on-emergency-worker-for-
consultation-only/ 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/814689/hmip-annual-report-2018-19.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/814689/hmip-annual-report-2018-19.pdf
https://www.sentencingcouncil.org.uk/offences/crown-court/item/assault-on-emergency-worker-for-consultation-only/
https://www.sentencingcouncil.org.uk/offences/crown-court/item/assault-on-emergency-worker-for-consultation-only/


intention of affording our members additional protection and marking the 

seriousness of this offence. 

 

16. We respectfully submit that it would assist both our understanding and the 

understanding of the Ministry of Justice if the following figures were made available 

for analysis and comparison: - 

 

a. The number of reports made to police alleging an Assault on an Emergency 

Worker between November 2018 and the present day  

 

b. The number of reports alleging either Common Assault (where the 

complainant was an emergency worker), or Assault on a Police Constable in 

the Execution of their Duty, in the twenty one months that proceeded the 

new Act.  

 

c. The percentage of offenders sentenced to an immediate term of 

imprisonment for an Assault on an Emergency Worker between November 

2018 and the present day. 

 

d. The percentage of offenders sentenced to an immediate term of 

imprisonment for Common Assault (where the complainant was an 

emergency worker) or Assault on a Police Constable in the Execution of their 

Duty, in the twenty one months that proceeded the new Act.  

 

e. The average length of an immediate term of imprisonment for an Assault on 

an Emergency Worker between November 2018 and the present day. 

 

f. The average length of an immediate term of imprisonment for Common 

Assault (where the complainant was an emergency worker) or Assault on a 

Police Constable in the Execution of their Duty, in the twenty one months 

that proceeded the new Act. 

 



17. Such data, adjusted to reflect the impact of the COVID-19 public health emergency, 

should be capable of giving a broad overview of whether the new Act has led to a 

reduction in reported assaults against emergency workers.  Where convictions have 

been secured for such assaults, the data should also show whether or not the 

number and length of immediate custodial sentences have increased. 

 

18. The Prison Officers Association would welcome access to that data once obtained. 

 

19. We acknowledge that the Assault on Emergency Workers (Offences) Act 2018 did not 

only modify the law in relation to Common Assault but also made a victims status as 

an emergency worker a statutory aggravating feature for sentence in more serious 

offences such as Assault Occasioning Actual Bodily Harm and Inflicting Grievous 

Bodily Harm (with or without intent).  That fact is welcome ensuring as it does an 

uplift in sentence for those who commit the most serious assaults against our 

members. 

 

20. Further, we repeat the concerns expressed above about what appears to be an 

ongoing reluctance to pursue prisoners through the criminal justice system for an 

offence contrary to the Assault on Emergency Workers (Offences) Act 2018 when the 

offender is a prisoner and the victim is a Prison Officer.  We have included below 

three anonymised case studies which reflect matters we have dealt with this year, in 

which we were forced to instruct our solicitors to provide advice following a ‘no 

further action’ decision from police.  These examples serve to illustrate the hurdles 

which can be faced by our members when they seek justice having been the victim of 

an assault at work. 

 

Question 2 – Should the maximum penalty for this offence be increased from twelve months 

to two years? 

 

21. The Prison Officers Association broadly support an increase in the maximum penalty 

for this offence in the terms suggested.  However, for the reasons set out above, this 

would have to be coupled with more robust training for police/prison liaison officers 



and/or a policy change on charging decisions to be meaningful.  A concurrent 

increase in the starting points and sentencing ranges currently proposed by the 

Sentencing Council for this offence would also be necessary to meet the stated aim.  

  

22. If the maximum penalty is increased, the Ministry of Justice and Treasury should be 

properly prepared for a rise in those cases allocated to the Crown Court.  This rise 

will require further funding and other associated resources for Her Majesty’s Court 

and Tribunal Service.  In the absence of such an increase in resource, Prison Officers 

who are the victims of assaults will have to wait an extraordinary length of time to 

see their cases resolved.  Real meaningful change will require investment to support 

an increase in the maximum penalty.     

 

Question 3 – Does the current maximum penalty provides the courts with sufficient powers to 

reflect the seriousness of the offending? 

 

23. The figures quoted by the Lord Chancellor are disappointing and in our view reflect 

the fact that despite the new Act, sentences still do not reflect the seriousness of this 

offending.   

 

24. At the risk of labouring the point, an increase in the maximum penalty, whilst 

welcome, will not solve the problem on its own.  The Sentencing Council would need 

to look again at the Guidelines they are currently proposing for this offence.   

 

Case Studies  
Officer P 

 

Officer P had cause to deal with a prisoner named B.  At the relevant time, Mr B was being 

isolated from the general prison population on the advice of healthcare professionals, as a 

consequence of the fact that he was displaying symptoms of COVID-19.  He was told by 

those staff that he was to remain in isolation for a further period of time.  Mr B was 



disgruntled about that decision and didn’t want to remain in his cell for long periods of time.  

He expressed that frustration by causing disruption during the regimes morning session.     

 

Later, during the lunch session, Mr B became agitated at the door of his cell. He opened the 

observation panel from the inside and was using items from his hobby kit to activate the 

nearby smoke alarm.  This action was frustrating other prisoners, causing a commotion and 

threatening the good order and discipline of the wing.       

 

As a consequence of the above, Officer P and a colleague, approached Mr B’s cell.  Officer P 

held down the observation panel whilst a colleague closed down the smoke alarm.  In 

response to this, Mr B threw a liquid at the officers through a narrow gap at the side of his 

door.  This liquid struck Officer P and was shortly thereafter identified as urine. 

 

Officer P and his colleague left the scene to clean up and complete necessary paperwork.  

Having completed those tasks, they returned shortly afterwards to deal with the biohazard 

Mr B had created.  Officer P’s again held down Mr B’s observation hatch whilst his colleague 

put out biohazard tape.  In response to this, Mr B spat at Officer P through the gap in the 

door.  The spit struck Officer P.  Once again, both Officers left the scene to clean up and 

complete the necessary paperwork 

 

At an adjudication hearing, the Governor of the relevant establishment decided the matter 

should be referred to the local Police for a criminal investigation to take place.   Shortly 

thereafter Police declined to investigate the matter and indicated via a Police/prison liaison 

officer that it was their view the case could be suitably disposed of by way of prison 

adjudication.   

 

Officer G  

 

In common with the case study above, Officer G had cause to deal with an aggressive 

prisoner, Mr BW, who had spent the majority of the day disrupting the regime by 

unjustifiably dominating officer’s time, disputing his right to a telephone call, abusing his cell 

bell and banging repeatedly on his cell door.   



 

In an effort to diffuse Mr BW’s behaviour, Officer G approached his cell door to speak with 

him.  As a result of the fact that Officer G would not let him out of his cell immediately so 

he could recover a laundry bag, Mr BW became increasingly aggressive and abusive to 

Officer G and other members of staff.  This culminated in Mr BW spitting on Officer G 

through the gap in his cell door.      

 

At an adjudication hearing, the Governor of the relevant establishment decided the matter 

should be referred to the local Police for a criminal investigation to take place.   In response 

to that, the Police declined to investigate the matter.  An email was sent to Officer G 

expressing the view that the case could be suitably disposed of by way of prison adjudication.   

 

Officer RG 

 

Officer RG was working in company with a ‘Guest Officer’ who was unfamiliar with the 

relevant establishment.  Officer RG noted that his colleague was in the process of trying to 

lock a prison named Z into his cell.  Mr Z was refusing to go into his cell so Officer RG 

approached in an effort to assist his colleague.  Officer RG told Mr Z that he needed to go 

back into his cell.  Mr Z protested that he had been told by another Officer that he would 

be able to use the telephone.  Officer RG repeated that this was not possible, the 

telephones would be being switched off and he needed to go into his cell.  Mr Z responded 

to that by striking Officer RG over the head with a DVD player he had been holding.  He 

followed that up by punching Officer RG in the face twice.  Staff responded and restrained 

Mr Z and Officer RG left the scene. 

 

In common with the cases above, the matter was reported to the local Police force for a 

criminal investigation however they referred the matter back to the prison for an internal 

adjudication.   

 

Mark Fairhurst                                                        Steve Gillan 

National Chairman                                                  General Secretary 


